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Business Start-up  
Designed for those moving into self-employment, this workshop will help you turn 
your ideas into a practical and effective plan to start your business. It covers 
three key areas: marketing, business planning and finance.  

Getting the marketing right for your business is crucial to its success.  This 
workshop will help you to understand your competitors, identify your customers 
and how to reach them effectively. 

Planning is essential when you're starting up a business. This workshop shows 
you what you need to think about how to create a robust business plan. 

Good financial management is essential and this workshop will help you learn 
how to manage a profit and loss account, produce a cashflow statement,  
understand your working capital requirements and identify your main sources of 
finance.  

Practical Basic Book-keeping 
Book-keeping is a core business skill, and, even if someone else does it for you, 
you still need to understand and value the process. If you want to know the 
starting point for good record-keeping, this is the course for you. Those new to 
business and with little or no formal training in book-keeping will particularly 
benefit. You will learn how to: 

 keep accurate financial records 

 understand the key components of book-keeping including sales ledger, 
purchase ledger and cashbook 

 produce a bank reconciliation 

 understand VAT 
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Principles of Customer Service 
Train your front-line staff to deliver a great customer experience 
that will leave your customers raring to return. The WorldHost 
Principles of Customer Service workshop will give your staff the 
skills and knowledge to deliver excellent customer service that will 

give your business a great reputation. 

Through this interactive programme, your staff will get to think about their own 
experiences of good and bad service, understand why their role has such an 
impact on your customers’ experience, and learn vital communication and 
listening skills that will set them up for success. 

What will delegates learn? 

 Why customer service is such an important part of their role 

 How to make an excellent first impression and make customers feel welcome 

 How using customers’ names can help to create a good rapport, and 
techniques for remembering names 

 Communication skills for success 

 How to empathise with customers, and why handling their concerns is so 
important 

 Why listening is an essential part of the customer service process, and how to 
do it effectively 

 The value of tourism, and the important role they play in generating revenue 
for your business and the wider tourism economy 

 How to ‘go the extra mile’ – including making five commitments on how they 
will do this in your business 

This workshop will be delivered by an accredited World Host Trainer and Business 
Gateway adviser.  
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Becoming an Employer 
This workshop will help you understand the process of employing people. It 
covers your legal obligations as an employer and gives an insight into good 
practice recruitment.  

Managing and Developing Staff  
This workshop will help you to recruit, induct, manage and develop your staff in a 
way that helps your business to grow. It focuses on the skills and processes 
needed to get the best out of your staff, rather than the legal aspects. By the end 
of the workshop, you will be able to create a plan for managing and developing 
the staff within your business. 

These two workshops will be delivered for Business Gateway by Morrill PMC Ltd 

Karen Morrill, Morrill PMC Ltd 

Karen owns and runs Morrill PMC Ltd, a people management 
consultancy providing advice to businesses, governments, 
institutions and individuals.  Karen is a qualified professional 
in people management through the Chartered Institute of 
Personnel and Development, possessing extensive business 
and people management experience. 

Karen has a strong commercial awareness and is highly 
experienced with in-depth knowledge & experience in the field of people management & 
employment law.   

Karen’s specialties include: Organisational Development, Change Management, 
Employee Relations, Redundancy Management, People Performance, Job Evaluation, 
Pension and Benefits, Reward Management, Graduate Recruitment, Specialist 
Recruitment, Training & Development. 
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Developing your Business Skills 
This workshop will help you develop the skills needed to successfully run your 
own business.  It is aimed at those new to self employment or looking to  improve 
their business skills.  It covers the key skills you will need and how you can 
develop them.  It will guide you through how to analyse your own skills and to 
identify your training needs.  

Selling with Confidence 
This workshops will help you to feel more confident selling and promoting your 
business and yourself to customers.  You will learn some top selling tips, how to 
identify your customer needs and match them with your products. Find out why 
people buy and learn how to highlight the features and benefits of your products 
or services. The workshop also covers how to overcome customer objections, 
deal with queries and feedback and identify the buying signals to help you close a 
sale. 

These two workshops will be delivered for Business Gateway by Jill Connell.  

Jill Connell 

Jill has started and grown a number of companies and is by any 
definition a ‘serial entrepreneur’. Her first business idea achieved 
equity investment by Sir Tom Farmer CBE. 

As a professional and qualified business trainer Jill has trained 
over 10,000 individuals through business start-up & growth 
development. 

With a passion for small business and significant experience in business growth and 
management  at all levels, Jill works with a mixed portfolio of clients.  

She has 18 years’ experience of working in the Business Gateway network throughout 
Scotland to support companies, across diverse industry sectors.   
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Marketing your Business 
This workshop is aimed at business owners wanting to improve their marketing.   
It will help you review the impact of your current marketing activity, analyse your 
markets, customers and competitors, and strengthen your USPs. It will help you 
set realistic marketing goals and a clear plan to achieve them within your budget, 
using the right marketing mix for you.  

Pricing for Profit 
“Turnover is vanity, profit is sanity”.  This workshop is aimed at those looking  to 
increase the profitability of their business. It will help you understand the different 
pricing strategies available to you, how to review your costs, know your break-
even point and manage your profitability.  

These two workshops will be delivered for Business Gateway by Lornal Ltd. 

Alastair Kennedy, Lornal Ltd 

Alastair Kennedy has over 30 years business experience both in 
domestic and export markets working for a number of international 
businesses. He  founded and ran his own food production 
business before starting Lornal Ltd, a specialist business 
consultancy, five years ago.  

Alastair has worked with Business Gateway across a number of 
regions, being involved with start up and growth advice, training 

delivery and specialist marketing support,  for more than 600 businesses.   

As a delivery partner for the Market Driven Supply Project , Alastair helps develop supply 
chains for the food and drink industry.  
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Reaching More Customers 

This one day workshop will help small businesses develop and reach more 
customers profitably. It will help you to increase the scale of your business and 
widen your markets.  

It covers understanding your market and competitors, pricing, choosing where to 
sell, using social media, making an impact at trade fairs, building networks and 
collaborating with other businesses.  

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by Redpath Marketing. 

Jack Redpath, Redpath Marketing 

Jack Redpath has 30 years' experience of working with small 
businesses, focusing on helping them create suitable marketing 
strategies to develop and grow. 

Jack graduated from Edinburgh University with a BSc in 
Economic Geography. He also holds a Post Graduate Diploma 
in Marketing from the Chartered Institute of Marketing and is a 
Chartered Marketer.  

For eight years, Jack was Head of the Centre for Industrial Studies before moving to the 
position of Business Development Director with Appin Management (Training and 
Education) Group Ltd. Here he worked with some of the UK's best known companies in a 
range of sectors. 

More recently Jack has returned to what he enjoys most - working with small and micro 
businesses, to help them develop their marketing skills. 
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Get your Business Noticed (PR on a budget) 
This workshop is about getting your business noticed without spending money. 
It's about getting your business featured in newspapers and on radio and 
television, understanding how the media works, finding the stories in your 
business that journalists will want to tell and understanding how to make contact 
with them so that you enjoy the benefits of free publicity.  

By the end of the workshop, you will understand how to plan and deliver your own 
PR campaigns to meet your business objectives. 

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by Colin Kelly.  

Colin Kelly, Public Relations Consultant for NSDesign 

Colin Kelly is best known for his work as a journalist presenting 
programmes at BBC Radio Scotland, STV, Real Radio and 
Radio Clyde. 

He has a BA Journalism from Napier University and for the last 
few years has been running his own media relations consultancy 
in addition to his work with NSDesign. 

Colin works with individuals and businesses, helping them gain free, positive coverage in 
newspapers and on radio and television. Recent work includes training sessions with 
several politicians but he has also helped smaller businesses and sole traders with their 
public relations strategies. 

He has been a Business Gateway trainer since 2010 and over that time has helped many 
businesses get noticed without having to spend money on advertising. 

Colin continues to operate as a freelance journalist and has a wealth of contacts in the 
Scottish media and beyond. 
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Funding your Business 
This workshop will help you confirm the funding needs of your business, identify 
relevant potential sources of external funding  (such as loan finance, grant 
funding, or crowd funding) and take you through what your business will need to 
provide to be able to access the funding.  

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by The Roberts 
Partnership Ltd.  

John Allan, The Roberts Partnership Ltd 
John has run his own consultancy and training business for many 
years and is also CFO of an innovative and cutting edge agri-
business. He also has wide experience of the third sector and has a 
particular interest in the development of Social Enterprises. 

John uses his personal business experience to illustrate and explain 
key business skills. He specialises in providing practical training and advice which can be 
quickly applied by new entrepreneurs to developing businesses across all sectors. 

Build your own Business Website 
This practical workshop will take you step by step through how to develop your 
own business website and maintain it, using a free content management tool. It is 
designed for businesses which don’t have their own website yet, or for those 
which do but want to take control of managing it themselves. No prior knowledge 
or skills other than basic web browsing and text editing skills are required.  

John Paterson, Evolutio Ltd 

With business and ICT development experience within the small 
business and social enterprise environment, John has been 
successfully providing business advice and consultancy in Scotland 
since 2002. John’s specialities include finding clever solutions to 
complex problems in a variety of different realms, using automation to 
reduce drudgery in employees work and enable them to do the things 
they do best.  
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Better Business Websites 
What makes a good website? What does your design say about your business? 
Is your website content appropriate for your audience? And can people even find 
it in the first place? These are just some of the questions we cover in this 
workshop for businesses already live online.  We'll examine how to make your 
existing website better through its' design, content, usability and Search Engine 
Optimisation. We'll cover this and more: 

The importance of design – good AND bad! 
Best practice usability and accessibility 
SEO and how to get more traffic from Google 

Just having a website on the internet is no guarantee of online success.  Having 
the “right” website, which is planned, designed, optimised and managed to match 
your business objectives will set you apart from your competition, and help deliver 
real measurable results. 

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by NSDesign Ltd.  

Gary Ennis, Managing Director and Senior Consultant NSDesign Ltd 

Gary is the founder and Managing Director of NSDesign, an 
award winning digital agency in Glasgow, providing digital 
services and consultancy to more than 10,000 businesses 
worldwide for over 16 years. He is a former 'CEO Of The Year' at 
the Digital Technology Awards.  

Gary has designed and delivered training to private sector 
businesses large and small, as well as public sector organisations 

including Scottish Enterprise, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, NHS Education 
for Scotland, Business Gateway and most of the local authorities in Scotland. Since 
2009, Gary has delivered hundreds of Business Gateway workshops on digital topics.  
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Introduction to Trading Online 
A workshop of 2 halves, the first session will focus on some of the basics 
required for trading online, and will look at the various tools, platforms and 
payment options available to everyone.  We'll include some information of the 
legal requirements and discuss the impact of online ecommerce versus bricks 
and mortar. 

Specifically you will learn how to: 
 Plan for a successful ecommerce site 
 Decide on a strategy for “how” to sell (shopping cart and payment options 

etc) 
 Understand the rules and regulations 
 Make it easy for your visitors to buy from you 
 Engage your buyers and turn them into Champions! 

The second session will focus on a hugely untapped opportunity for small 
Scottish retailers - trading on Online Marketplaces such as Amazon and Ebay. 

We'll cover: 
 Choosing the right Marketplace - a look at trading on Ebay, Amazon and 

Etsy 
 Understanding Profit Margins and how Marketplace fees affect them 
 After Sales and Customer Service (how to stand out from the 

competition) 
 Trading internationally - is it for you, and what's possible? 

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by NSDesign Ltd.  
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Introduction to Social Media for Business 
Are you curious about social media marketing and what it can do for your 
business? Do you think of yourself as a bit of a digital dinosaur? Then this is the 
workshop for you. It is designed for people who haven’t used social media for 
their business before and would like to learn more . The workshop will cover:   

 An introduction to how social media marketing can benefit your business  
 Who is using social media and which platforms are they on  
 Using Facebook for your business and how to set up a business page  
 Using Twitter for your business and how to get started  
 An overview of the business network LinkedIn  
 The importance of reviews and customer interaction  
 Understanding how to protect your online reputation 
 The need for a mobile friendly website  
 Recommendations of online tools to help build your online presence.  

Throughout we will draw your attention to the benefits and pitfalls of using social 
media and how to harness the good and avoid the bad.  

This workshop will be delivered for Business Gateway by Tuminds Ltd. 

Rene Looper, Founder of Tuminds Ltd 
Rene has been delivering e-marketing and social media workshops 
across Scotland for the last nine years.  

Rene focusses on the individual at his workshops and his ability to 
convert sceptics is perhaps what he is best known for. He help 
businesses assess the options and potential benefits, so as to make 
the right choices with regard to managing their time online 
to maximise the benefits. 

Having had hands-on experience running a busy 24/7 hotel business, Rene has a deep 
understanding of the needs and challenges of a small business and his ability to relate to 
these  shines through the many workshops he delivers.  
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Doing More with Social Media 
Are you looking to take your social media marketing to the next level?  

If you’ve already got a Facebook Business Page, a Twitter account and a 
LinkedIn profile then this is the session for you. The workshop is specifically 
designed for people who have been using social media marketing for a while but 
would like to grow their presence, improve their reach and become more effective 
and efficient in social media marketing.  

The workshop will cover:  
Latest trends and new developments in social media marketing  
Knowing what you want your social media marketing to do for your business 
How to create impact on social media and listening to your customers  
Linking your online and offline marketing strategies  
Monitoring your social media success and understanding analytics data  
Tools for managing multiple social media platforms and your time more 
effectively.  

Throughout the session we will draw your attention to best practice and relevant 
case studies on how businesses use social media marketing.  
There will also be a practical exercise designed to get  
you thinking about a social media marketing  
strategy for your business.  
 
This workshop will be delivered for          
Business Gateway by Tuminds Ltd. 
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DigitalBoost workshops 
“DigitalBoost’ events are  funded by Digital Scotland and 
delivered by Business Gateway in partnership with Scottish 
Enterprise and Highlands & Islands Enterprise. 

Website Data Analytics  
This workshop unlocks data analytics so you can clearly see where your website 
traffic is coming from and why, transforming your website’s effectiveness.   

Website Data Analytics is an incredibly powerful tool for all businesses with an 
online presence, and by the end of this workshop you’ll be comfortable reading, 
understanding and acting on analytics information. 

You’ll be able to see at a glance where your website traffic comes from, and what 
this means for your company. Even more powerfully, you’ll be ready to use the 
data to improve your website’s effectiveness. 

We’ll show you how often to check analytics, how to set goals and the most 
effective ways to implement analytics tools. So when you develop your digital 
strategy you can be confident you will see results.  

Digitise your Business Processes 
This workshop will help you identify a strategy for secure, scalable and cost-
effective back office and technology requirements. 

How can you keep track of customers and manage resources efficiently? Is a 
cloud-based solution right for your business? How do different back office 
strategies compare on cost? 

At the end of this workshop you’ll have up-to-date information and tools to help 
you make strategic back-office decisions. 

Real-world examples will help you understand different cloud-based platforms, 
their functions and their costs. You will be able to identify which platforms suit 
your business, and how their scalability could complement your future growth.  



  

  

Digital Marketing Strategy 
Digital marketing can deliver real world business growth, and this workshop will 
show you a practical strategy for success. 

This inspiring workshop will guide you through the practical steps needed to 
design a digital marketing strategy to meet your business objectives and create 
more leads. 

Successful strategies have three key elements: Content Creation, Content 
Publication and Content Amplification©. You will learn time-efficient techniques 
for developing these elements so you can confidently drive more traffic to your 
website.  

We’ll help you understand the digital trends and equip you to work more 
strategically with the big search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing) to improve the 
quality of your search results. We will show you how to plan more engaging email 
newsletters and posts on social media such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+.  

LinkedIn for Business 
Want to boost your business with LinkedIn? We’ll take you beyond networking by 
showing you how it can market your products and promote your brand. 

LinkedIn can be an incredibly powerful - and profitable - business tool. Like any 
tool, you have to learn how to use it, and this workshop gives you expert 
guidance. You’ll create a LinkedIn strategy to supercharge your business via 
marketing and brand promotion initiatives. You’ll learn when to use personal and 
company profiles and how to optimise them for maximum visibility. Content is king 
these days, and we’ll show you how to plan and produce captivating content that 
enriches your brand. 

Note: If you are a beginner we recommend you attend our other workshop 
‘Introduction to Social Media’ workshop prior to this. But please speak to your 
local Business Gateway office for more information if you are unsure.  
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eCommerce 
A valuable workshop detailing practical steps that will help you increase the 
effectiveness of your eCommerce presence so you can grow your business.   

What’s the best way to sell YOUR products online? The key to improving your 
eCommerce business is measuring its effectiveness - you can then take steps to 
optimise its performance. Should you be using eBay or Amazon, neither or both? 
This workshop will also take you through the factors to consider whether you are 
setting up a new online business, or increasing the efficiency of an existing one. 

Note: If you are a beginner to eCommerce we recommend you attend our other 
‘Trading Online’ workshop prior to this. But please speak to your local Business 
Gateway office for more information if you are unsure.  

Facebook for Business 
This workshop is designed for people who want to deepen their understanding of 
how Facebook can be used to engage with their target audience in order to boost 
conversions.  

Facebook is an increasingly effective tool for reaching target audiences and 
engaging with them when they are in a responsive mode. People who attend this 
workshop will learn how to assess whether Facebook is an appropriate medium 
for them, how to find and refine their audience and to target, create and optimise 
posts and adverts. The event will also cover measuring the effectiveness of 
pages, posts and adverts, including through the use of Facebook Insights (a 
powerful tool that lets you track user interaction), as well as integrating Facebook 
with websites. You will also gain valuable knowledge about e-commerce, security, 
compliance and privacy. The ultimate aim is to equip delegates with knowledge 
that will enable them to use this crucial element of social media to increase sales 
and solidify brands.   

Delegates may wish to bring along their laptops so they can work on their 
Facebook accounts live at the event. 
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Content, Content Content 
Producing quality content is an excellent way of helping customers develop a 
meaningful relationship with your brand, and ultimately boosting sales. This 
workshop will help you understand what kind of content customers need, and how 
you can source it and measure its effectiveness.  

Even if you are not traditionally in the business of providing content, it’s important 
to have good-quality articles or even nuggets of useful information on your 
website and elsewhere to drive customer engagement and help you stand out 
from your competitors. If you can provide easily accessible evidence that you are 
an expert in your field, or are able to provide an attractive “space” that makes 
customers more inclined to spend time with you, it’ll be easier for them to choose 
you when they’re ready to spend. This session will help you understand what kind 
of content your customers are looking for, how to find, write and package it, how 
to market it to them and how to measure how engaging it is for them. This 
workshop is ideal for businesses that already have a commercial website or use 
social media, and want to move to the next level of engagement. It will equip you 
to amplify your brand and message, and to boost sales and profits. 

Email Marketing 
A workshop for people currently using email as part of their digital marketing 
strategy and who want to improve their understanding of how to boost 
engagement, conversion and sales. 

By the end of this workshop, delegates will be able to understand how to target 
the right audiences, how to create a quality marketing email and how to measure 
its effectiveness. 

The session will include learning how to identify the most suitable platforms and 
tools for email marketing campaigns, including different paid-for account levels. It 
will help you identify the different components of a successful email campaign, 
including design, HTML v text and other formats. We will also look at how best to 
structure tests and analyse the results, how to combine social media with email 
marketing, and optimising and measuring industry benchmarks. Legal 
requirements will also be covered. 
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Paid for Advertising 
Ideal for those who have experience of paid advertising and have a digital 
marketing strategy in place, but wish to increase effectiveness to attract and 
retain customers. 

After completing this workshop you will be able to make more informed decisions 
about where paid-for advertising fits in to your strategy. We will explore the 
relative merits of all the different types of paid-for online options available to you, 
as well as the mix of social media platforms you can choose from.  

The event also covers strategy, ad content guidelines and ad sizes, keyword 
planning, tracking and analysis to optimise your campaigns. You will gain a 
clearer understanding of how to evaluate and analyse existing social media 
advertising campaigns, pinpoint areas for improvement, and be on top of legal 
guidelines. 

Twitter and Hootsuite 
A workshop for businesses that already use Twitter as part of their digital 
marketing strategy, and wish to produce more engaging content, reach a wider 
audience and measure the effectiveness. 

This workshop will help you develop and hone your social media strategy in order 
to amplify your message. You will gain a deeper understanding of where Twitter 
fits into your overall plan, how it relates to other platforms, and the relative 
benefits of sponsored posts, as well as how to create them.  

We will also go through the features of Hootsuite in order to help you manage and 
integrate your social media accounts. This includes learning about advanced 
techniques for creating and publishing content, and delegating tasks to other 
team members. Legal requirements and best practice frameworks will also be 
covered. 
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Supplier Development Programme  
Argyll and Bute Council, as a member of the Supplier 
Development Programme (SDP), can offer small and 
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) the opportunity to grow 
and diversify through procurement by accessing SDP 
workshops and events.   

Companies are encouraged to self select the training that is most suitable to their 
purposes. SDP’s training programme is split into three levels and all their training 
events are free of charge to SMEs and 3rd sector organisations registered with 
the programme.  

Argyll and Bute based businesses can attend any SDP events being held across 
Scotland and you can find out more about these events/workshops and register 
on the SDP website, www.sdpscotland.co.uk.  

Understanding Community Benefits and Sustainability 
Sustainable procurement is a vital element of public sector procurement. As well 
as environmental issues it also includes social issues such as equality and 
diversity, and fair and ethical trading, plus economic issues including 
opportunities for SMEs and the third sector. This workshop is particularly 
recommended for third sector organisations. 

Key topics: 
 What is sustainable procurement 
 Procurement for supported businesses and third sector 
 Community benefits 
 Living wage 
 Being a “best practice employer” 
 Life cycle costing 
 Delivering Added value 
 Corporate social responsibility 

This event is suitable for you if you have a good understanding of public sector 
procurement (completed SDP Level 1 workshops or have equivalent experience. 
You want to understand how best to demonstrate community benefit in your bid. 
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Improving your Bid Score 
Getting the highest possible score in your bid is essential to winning a contract, 
but it can be difficult to know what exactly the buyer is looking for. This workshop 
will provide an insight into buyers’ needs and expectations and ensure you’re 
winning points. 

Key topics: 
 Understanding the client 
 Finding information (including Freedom of Information requests) 
 Asking questions 
 Bid writing skills 
 Pricing your bid 
 Award Criteria and Weightings 
 Quality versus Cost 

This event is suitable for you if: 
 You have a good understanding of public sector procurement (completed 

SDP Level 1 workshops or have equivalent experience) 
 You want to improve your bid score 
 Get top tips on writing a winning bid. 

Tender Procedures and the ESPD (European Single Procurement 
Document) 
Understand the various types of procedure and examine the new ESPD at this 
Level 2 workshop. 

The first half of this workshop covers the various types of tender procedures in 
detail, including processes and timescales. The second half deals with the 
selection stage and completing the European Single Procurement Document 
(ESPD) formerly the Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) 

The event is suitable for you if: 
 You have a basic understanding of public sector procurement (completed 

SDP Level 1 workshops or have equivalent experience) 
 You want to improve your chances of passing the ESPD and ITT stages 



  

  

How to book a workshop 
To find out the dates and venues for any of the workshops listed in this booklet, 
or to book a place you can call or email the local team, or book yourself on via 
the website. 

Phone: 01546 604555 

Email:  business.gateway@argyll-bute.gov.uk 

Website: www.bgateway.com/events 

Can’t find what you need? 
If you would like support in a topic not covered by these workshops, please get in 
touch.  We frequently review our workshop topics and schedules and use any 
feedback to help ensure we are meeting the needs of local businesses.   

If we don’t have a workshop covering the topic you are interested in, one of our 
experienced Business Advisers may be able to assist you on a one to one basis, 
or we can signpost a wide range of information guides and external partners.  
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Business Gateway services are delivered by 
Local Authorities, Scottish Enterprise and 
Scottish Government, with the support of 
associated partner organisations.   

June 2016 

Further help and advice 
Business Gateway can help you at any stage of your 
business - for free. 

You can get in touch with your local Business Gateway by 
calling 01546 604555. 


